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associations. 188 It had the advantage of defining specificity not by any 
substantial content, but by a list of associations: the more connected, 
the more individualized a point was. But those visual graphs have the 
drawback of not capturing movements and of being visually poor. Yet 
even those limits have their advantage since the very poverty of 
graphical representation allows the inquirer not to confuse his or her 
infra-language with the rich objects that are being depicted: the map is 
not the territory. At least there is no risk of believing that the world 
itself is made of points and lines, while social scientists too often seem 
to believe that the world is made of social groups, societies, cultures, 
rules, or whatever graphic displays they have devised to make sense of 
their data. 

In order to trace an actor-network, what we have to do is to add to 
the many traces left by the social fluid through which the traces are 
rendered again present, µw , i;k d -.~nif'thing happens in it . In an actor
network account the relative proportion or mt!ui.1tors to intermediar
ies is increased. I will call such a description a risky account , meaning 
that it can easily fail-it does fail most of the time - since it rnn put 
aside neither the complete artificiality of the enterprise nor its claim to 
accuracy and truthfulness. As to its relevance for the actors themselves 
and the political impact it might have, this is even less automatic - as 
we shall see in the Conclusion. The whole question is to see whether 
tilt! event oi the social c.ii, :,:p "Xtended all the way to the event of the 
reading through the medium of ti11... ~, .. ,t This is the price to pay for 
objectivity, or rather 'ob;ectf11/J11ess1 to be ach1t!~ ~J 

Back to basics: a list of notebooks 

The best way to proceed at this point and to feed off this fifth source of 
uncertainty is simply to keep track of all our moves, even those that 
deal with the very production of the account. This is neither for the 
sake of epistemic reflexivity nor for some narcissist indulgence into 
one's own work, but because from now on everything is data: every
thing from the first telephone call to a prospective interviewee, the 
first appointment with the advisor, the first corrections made by a 

11111 This was shown In the early Leximappe tools in Mlchel Callon, John Law and Arie 
Rip ( 1986), ,\lapping the D111amics o(Sdc1Kc """ Tc:d11wlogr. However, there arc now many 
more graphic devices that have been developed. Sec Alberto Cambroslo, Peter Keating 
and Andrei Mogoutov (200-l), 'Mapplng Collaborative Work and Innovation in Biomedi
cine'. Viewed as representation it Is naive, but viewed as theory Jt's a formidable help to 
abstraction. Sec their early use In Genevieve Tcil ( 1991), 'Candide -~", un outil de socio
logic asslstce par ordinateur pour !'analyse quantitatlve de gros corpus de tcxtes'. 
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client on a grant proposal, the first launching of a search engine, the 
first list of boxes to tick in a questionnaire. In keeping with the logic of 
our interest in textual reports and accounting, it might be useful to list 
the different notebooks one should keep-manual or digital, it no 
longer matters much. 189 

The first notebook should be reserved as a log of the enquiry itself. 
This is the only way to document the transformation one undergoes 
by doing the travel. Appointments, reactions to the study by others, 
surprises to the strangeness of the field, and so on, should be docu
mented as regularly as possible. Without it, the artificial experiment of 
going into the field, of encountering a new state of affairs, will be 
quickly lost. Even years after, it should remain possible to know how 
the study was conceived, which person was met, what source was 
accessed, and so on, at a precise date and time. 

A second notebook should be kept for gathering information in such 
a way that it is possible simultaneously to keep all the items in a 
chronological order aml to dispatch them into categories which will 
evolve later into more and more refined files and subfiles. There exists 
lots of software nowadays that maintain this contradictory specifica
tion, but older hands like me have benefited enormously from the 
tedious rewriting of data onto cards. Whatever the solution, the move
ment through one frame of reference to the next is greatly facilitated if 
the data set can be kept at once unspoiled while still being reshuffled 
in as many arrangements as possible. This is the only way to become as 
pliable and articulate as the subject matter to be tackled. 

A third notebook should be always at hand for ad libitum writing 
trials . The unique adequacy one should strive for in deploying com
plex imbroglios cannot be obtained without continuous sketches and 
draftc;. It is impossible to imagine that one would gather the data for a 
period of time and only then begin to write it down. Writing a report is 
too risky to fall into this divide between enquiring and reporting. 
What comes spontaneously out of the keyboard are generalities, 
cliches, transportable definitions, substitutable accounts, ideal-types, 
powerful explanations, abstractions, in brief, the stuff out of which 
more social genres write themselves effortlessly. To counteract this 
trend, many efforts have to be made to break the automatic writing 
up; it's not easier to write textual accounts as it is in a laboratory to 
discover the right experimental design. But ideas, paragraphs, meta
phors, and tropes might come haphazardly during the course of the 
study. If they are not allowed to find a place and an outlet, they will 
either be lost or, worse yet, will spoil the hard work of data collecting 

189 I am using notebooks rather metaphorically since they now include digital files as 
well as films, interviews, and websites. 
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by mixing the meta-language of the actors with that of the analysts. So 
it is always good practice to reserve a separate space for the many ideas 
that may spring to mind even if they will only be used years later. 

A fourth type of notebook should be carefully kept to register the 
effects of the written account on the actors whose world has been 
either deployed or unified. This second experiment, added to the 
fieldwork itself, is essential to check how an account plays its role of 
assembling the social. The study might be finished, but the experi
ment goes on: the new account adds its performative action to all the 
others, and that too produces data. It does not mean that those who 
have been studied have the right to censor what has been written 
about them, nor does it mean that the analyst has the incredible 
right of ignoring what his 'informants' say about the invisible forces 
that make them act. Rather, it means that a new negotiation begins to 
decide what are the ingred ients out of which the one common world 
might be made-or not . 190 Since the relevance of a risky account 
might occur much later, the trails left in its wake also have to be 
documented. 

It might be disappointing for the reader to realize that the grand 
questions of group formation, agency, metaphysics, and ontology that 
I have reviewed so far have to be tackled with no more grandiose 
resources than tiny notebooks to be kept dur ing the fully artificial 
procedure of fieldwork and enquiries . But I warned the reader in 
advance: there is nothing more rewarding to be had and there is no 
faster way. After all, Archimedes was in need of nothing more than a 
fixed point to raise the world. Einstein equipped his observers with 
only a rod and a stopwatch: Why would we require heavier equipment 
to creep through the dark tiny conduits traced by blind ants? If you 
don't want to take notes and to write them down well, don't try to get 
into sociology: it's the only way there is to become slightly more 
objective. If those textual accounts are said to be not 'scientific 
enough', I will retort that although they might not look scientific in 
the cliched definition of the adjective, they might be according to the 
only definition that interests me here: they try to grasp some recalci
trant objects through some artificial device with utmost accuracy, 
even though this enterprise may very well come up empty . If only a 
fraction of the energy devoted in social sciences to the commentary of 
our eminent pred ecessors was converted into fieldwork! As Garfinkel 
has taught us: it 's practice all the way down. 

190 Witnes s the length of time it took from the long experiment of science studies of 
the first publications to the Science Wars. And yet, as I have shown In the prevlous 
chapter, without a c.ireful documentation the experiment of science studies would have 
been wasted. 




